An Experienced,
Passionate Divorce Solution
"Every 32 seconds, a child in America witnesses his or her parent’s divorce. Research now reveals that
how a couple conducts themselves during a divorce has far greater impact on their children that the act
of divorcing itself.’ Stuart G. Webb, Founder, Collaborative Law.
As a founding member of the Colorado Colorado Divorce Professionals non-profit organization,
Deb Johnson strongly embraces the Collaborative Divorce model and has personally participated
in over 250 Collaborative cases here in Colorado. When we participate in the Collaborative
Divorce model, we act as the neutral financial experts in harmony with two collaboratively-trained
attorneys, one neutral family/parenting expert. Together we, as neutrals, work with each client
offline to create a sound parenting plan and various financial settlement scenarios for review with
counsel.
We walk families through the financial aspects of the Collaborative process (typically two or threetwo hour meetings with each neutral expert) with the expected outcomes from our work together:

Development of various settlement scenarios to discuss with
Counsel
Forward looking spending plan and cash flow analysis
Tax analysis
Initial draft of a sustainable parenting plan

About Divorce Resource Centre of Colorado

We’re a team of seasoned Certified Divorce Financial Analysts (CDFA) who provide
a cost-effective, respectful mediation process that allows couples and families to
rebuild a secure post-divorce future. We serve our clients, both locally and
nationwide, with a dedication to thoughtful financial analysis, meaningful parenting
plans, and informed decision making.

Divorce Settlement Support
Experienced. Rigorous . Expert Witness Testimony.
When you’re looking for a litigation support resource, you need a team that—in addition to employing extreme professionalism
and diverse skill in their analysis—operates according to the same values of integrity, connection, and efficiency that your
clients are accustomed to. We walk families through the following steps:
MILESTONE #1:
ORGANIZE

We organize financial
We organize financial disclosures such as:
disclosures such as:

All Mandatory Financial Disclosures Received From Counsel
Tax Returns, Bank Statements,
Paychecks & Compensation Agreements
Investment Account Statements

MILESTONE #2:
REVIEW

We organize financial
Next we take an inventory of the marital estate to
ensure that we fully understand the tax and
disclosures such as:
liquidity characteristics of all assets:

Real Estate
Assets & Debts
Separate vs. Marital Property
Investment & Retirement Accounts
Personal Property

MILESTONE #3:
FORWARD-

We organize financial
We’ll establish an understanding of:
& CASH
FLOW
disclosures
such as:
FOCUSED BUDGETS
ANALYSIS

Income & Post-divorce Spending Plan
Cash Flow and Post-Divorce Bottom Line
Costs of Maintenance & Child Support
Appropriate Tax Filing Status

MILESTONE #4:
PREPARE TO

We organize financial
Prior to a Court hearing or Settlement Conference, we work with counsel to strategize settlement proposal.
DIVORCE
disclosures such as:
FINALIZE GLOBAL
SETTLEMENT

PROPOSAL WITH
COUNSEL

Visit our site

Get Started With Us Today

•

Learn More About How we Work With Lawyers & Others

If you’re a divorce attorney who is concerned that your knowledge in tax laws relating to divorce, or other financial concepts is not up to date, our team
of Certified Divorce Financial Analysts can help. Is your client in need of a pension valuation, capital sufficiency analysis, or determination of selfemployed income? Do you need an expert witness? We can assist with those too!

Call 303.468.5626 to learn more
Divorce Resource Centre of Colorado
Littleton, CO 80127 | 303.468.5626 | info@drcofcolorado.com

